The Executive summary

Not all cults have a leader who arrives in a Rolls-Royce to the Oregon desert, some live hidden in a town in Extremadura. Still interested? Visit Garganta la Olla. You can join Media Luna, your favorite place of worship: live by the word of the guru, starve yourself... And much more! And if spirituality isn't your thing, you can still entertain yourself with Celia's dramas, who couldn't stay away from town either. Despite running away 10 years ago with a secret pregnancy, Celia must return to avenge her mother, who dies of cancer after the cult prevented her from having medical treatment. As if that wasn't enough, Celia accidentally kills a top cult member and she must deal with her son meeting his father. All this happens while she tries to end the leader of Media Luna before he ends her. So? Dare to visit?

This miniseries, divided into three episodes, is the perfect combination of entertainment and reflection. It is a demonstration of how a non-religious sect with certain good values can be so harmful and alienate you from your family. A portrayal of the clash between the traditionalism of a Spanish village and the influence of the modern foreign beliefs. With the objective to encapsulate this reality, a synopsis, a character's bible and episode structures were developed.